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Abstract—Calling context trees (CCTs) couple performance metrics with call paths, helping understand the execution and performance of parallel programs. To identify performance bottlenecks, programmers and performance analysts visually explore CCTs to form and validate hypotheses regarding degraded performance. However, due to the complexity of parallel programs, existing visual representations do not scale to applications running on a large number of processors. We present CALLFLOW, an interactive visual analysis tool that provides a high-level overview of CCTs together with semantic refinement operations to progressively explore the CCTs. Using a flow-based metaphor, we visualize a CCT by treating execution time as a resource spent during a call chain, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our design with case studies on large-scale, production simulation codes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computational science and engineering codes are widely used to gain a better understanding of scientific phenomena. These simulation codes are executed in parallel on supercomputers with tens of thousands of processors. To achieve faster scientific breakthroughs via high-throughput of supercomputers, computational scientists look to optimize the performance of simulation codes by profiling and improving the execution times of different regions in the code.

As a result, domain experts are interested in identifying functions or code regions that are responsible for significant fractions of the overall execution time, e.g., using gprof [1], as well as a calling context for each function invocation (obtained by walking up the call stack from the function), e.g., using HPCToolkit [2]. Combining the calling contexts of different call sites (functions) into a single hierarchy, a calling context tree (CCT) is obtained. Call sites form the nodes of the CCT, which is rooted typically at the program main, where the execution starts, and the path from the root to a particular node provides the node’s calling context. A majority of existing tools generate CCTs for the whole application, including the libraries it depends upon.

Typically, only a small fraction of the nodes in a CCT is of interest, but such nodes can be buried deep in the tree, and identifying them could be challenging. Furthermore, working directly off a given CCT presents limitations in scalability, and is tightly bound to the hierarchy of the nodes. Instead, it can be more informative to utilize functional affinities between nodes (both among siblings and across levels), which can have a deeper semantic meaning when analyzing CCTs. For example, different call sites that are part of the same code modules, library interfaces, and application function names may be grouped together for a more-effective and easy-to-navigate visualization that still provides desired insights to the user. Transformation of a CCT based on such semantic information leads to the notion of a more generic structure, called a call graph [3], [4], [5].

Effective and interactive exploration of call graphs remains a challenge as domain experts seek easy-to-use visualization tools to understand the profiles of large-scale parallel programs. In particular, although many specific and well-defined queries, e.g., extracting hot paths, may be resolved through automated analysis, domain experts often look forward to developing new hypotheses using visual analytics tools combined with human intuition. Most visualization tools currently available operate on CCTs using tree-based metaphors, such as expandable tree layouts used for navigating file systems [2], [6], [7], [8], treemaps [9], or icicle plots [10]. Although familiar to most users, expandable tree layouts do not scale with the size and depth of CCTs, whereas other layouts also use a lot of screen space, under-emphasize leaf nodes, or make comparisons across subtrees difficult. Despite their limitations, domain experts still consider tree-based visualization to be intuitive and well-suited for analysis as it maintains the central notion of hierarchy in the code structure. Nevertheless, the need for an interactive visualization tool that preserves users’ intuition, and yet can support a new set of sophisticated queries to explore large-scale CCTs remains a challenge.

Contributions. In this paper, we introduce a new visual analytic tool for interactive exploration of call graphs. Our specific contributions are as follows.

• We present the generic notion of super graphs, which can
Fig. 1: CALLFLOW presents dynamically interlinked visualizations to explore calling contexts of large-scale parallel applications. (a) The graph view visualizes the call graph using tailored Sankey diagrams at the desired level of detail. (b) The histogram view enables identifying runtime variations across processes, using histograms and shadow lines, which map histogram bins to process ids. (c) The correlation view allows finding correlation between two attributes of interest. (d) is the tooltip that gives additional information when hovering over a node in the graph view, and (e) gives a closeup of a node with a mini histogram, assisting a quick determination of variability across processes.

parallel codes is essential to maximize the output of software-hardware investments. Although we can instrument and gather a variety of performance data on parallel machines, this paper focuses on sampled profiles. Sampled profiles are collected by forcing an interrupt in the program every nth instruction. At each interrupt, a sample is collected, which contains two types of information: contextual information, i.e., the current line of code, file name, the call path, the process ID, etc.; and performance metrics, such as the number of floating point operations or branch misses occurred since the last sample. Statistically, the number of samples that fall within a given function represents a good estimate of the time spent in the function. Sampled profiles have been employed widely for performance analysis as they produce reliable data with small overhead, which depends only upon the sampling frequency, and not on the complexity of the call path. Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Inclusive Time</th>
<th>Exclusive Time</th>
<th>% Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bar1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bar2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foo1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foo2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: An example program with its flat profile. The profile contains the inclusive (cumulative) time, the exclusive (self) time, and the percentage of time a function uses.

1. Released under MIT license. https://github.com/LLNL/Callflow
exemplifies a simple sampled profile. The collected samples can be aggregated in different ways to simplify the analysis.

**Calling Context Trees.** When the samples are aggregated by unique call paths, it results in a calling context tree (CCT) [11], [12]. Each unique invocation of a function (by call path) becomes a node in the CCT, and the path from a given node to the root of the tree represents a distinct call path. Metrics on each node can be aggregated in different ways to simplify the analysis. Metrics on a given node to the root of the tree represents a distinct call path (CCT) becomes a node in the CCT, and the path from each node in the corresponding call tree contains three pieces of information: node name, inclusive metric, and exclusive metric (denoted as inclusive : exclusive). Since the call graph is constructed from the call tree, the original inclusive cost information can be retained through edge weights.

Fig. 2: The call paths (a), call tree (b), and call graph (c) of the example program in Table 1. In (a), each call path shows invocation instances of bar1() and bar2(), rooted at main(). Each node in the corresponding call tree contains three pieces of information: node name, inclusive metric, and exclusive metric (denoted as inclusive : exclusive). Since the call graph is constructed from the call tree, the original inclusive cost information can be retained through edge weights.

3 Related Work

Most analysis tools visualize CCTs as expandable trees [2], [6], [7], [8], using which the user can show and hide nodes as well as sort by attributes (see e.g., Fig. 3). Although useful in some cases, such visualizations do not provide a clear understanding of the code structure, and suffer from scalability issues.

Node-link layouts [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] are a popular approach for tree visualization, although dense matrix-based representations perform better for large-scale trees [22], [23]. Node-link layouts represent entities as nodes, and relationships as edges. In the case of a CCT, the entities are the frames in the call stack and edges represent the caller-callee relationship. Various types of information can be shown on the node, e.g., time can be encoded as the color of the node. Several techniques have been proposed to extend node-link layouts by encoding additional information. For example, DeRose et al. [24] embedded a histogram onto the node to show imbalances between processes, and Nguyen et al. [25] encode runtime variation among processes to indicate the anomalies. Bohnet and Döllner [26] identify and visualize features in the data. For large-scale parallel applications with hundreds to thousands of function calls, visualization of all nodes using node-link layouts becomes intractable. More recently, Xie et al. [27] employ a node-link layout to represent the learned structural features of the CCT computed using an anomaly behavior detection model. Burch et al. [28] use timeline- and pixel-based aggregations to visualize dynamic graphs.

Many space-filling visualization approaches have been used to visualize large-scale hierarchical data. Treemaps [29], [30] have been effectively used to visualize hierarchical data by partitioning the screen space into bounding boxes that represent the tree structure.

Fig. 3: The CCT of Miranda [13] visualized as an expandable tree using HPCToolkit [2]. Each node of the tree is shown, but the overall structure of the application remains hidden.
However, treemaps under-emphasize leaf nodes and make comparisons between subtrees difficult. Radio plots [31], where nodes are arcs stacked radially outward along the depth of the tree, are also a candidate for tree visualization, but also suffer from scalability issues. Since aggregation of nodes of a CCT into a call graph (or more generally, a super graph) can introduce nodes having multiple call paths or nodes with multiple parents, hierarchical space-filling visualization layouts are not well suited.

On the other hand, although node-link layouts are effective to present connectivity, even for complex graph [32], [33], [34], the edges of standard node-link layouts usually represent only connectivity. Since our domain problem requires us to also encode the flow of resources, most notably time spent, we employ a modified node-link layout. A flow diagram uses a flow-based metaphor that represents how energy is transferred from one entity is transferred to another. It is commonly used in engineering and science in the form of a Sankey diagram [35], [36], [37]. A Sankey diagram uses a weighted, directed graph, where the width of each link represents the amount of energy entering and leaving an entity in the system. Sankey diagrams are not limited to visualizing energy flow; other works have extended the diagram to show the flow of time. Ogawa et al. [38] represent the number of people participating in the mailing list of open-source software projects each month using a Sankey diagram. Wongsuphasawat et al. [39] and Wang et al. [40] aggregate similar temporal events of patients' diseases and symptoms. In this work, we use Sankey diagrams to visualize performance profiles by representing time spent along the execution path.

### 4 Design Methodology

Widely anticipated challenges in the design process for domain-specific interactive visualization tools include the gaps between the understanding and expectations of visualization scientists and domain experts and insufficient evaluation strategies [41], [42], [43]. The visualization community has developed formal guidelines [43], [44], [45] for an effective design process. A common thread among such methodologies is to have a verifiable approach that translates domain knowledge and vocabulary into visualization terminology, and in consultation with the domain experts, evaluate various visualization choices with respect to their suitability to the application at hand [47], [48]. For example, Sedlmair et al. [46] present a nine-stage framework encompassing the analysis of some specific real-world problem faced by domain experts, design of a visualization system to support a solution, validation of the design, and reflection about the lessons learned. In this work, we chose the four-phase nested model proposed by Munzner [45] for the design of CALLFLOW, as this chosen model provides a clear balance between flexibility and specificity of the process. This paper describes the first three phases of our methodology (Sections 5, 6, and 7). Due to space limitations, we cannot provide the algorithmic and implementation details of the tool.

“Information visualization is usually part of some creative activity that requires users to make hypotheses, look for patterns and exceptions, and then refine their hypothesis.” [47] This is also the case with the domain experts collaborating with us, which include software developers as well as performance analysts who assist computational scientists to optimize their codes. Through an interactive collaboration with domain experts, including interviews and discussions over a period of several months, we identified the primary challenges faced by them in the exploration of performance profiles of large-scale parallel codes. CALLFLOW was developed in an iterative manner, with our collaborators having access to the evolving prototypes, allowing us to refine the CALLFLOW to best assist the experts in their inquiries.

An increasing concern among different visualization techniques introduced for software visualization is the lack of concrete evaluation [49]. To this end, several design decisions were made in consultation with the experts, to resolve the tradeoff between the simplicity of the tool and the types of queries supported. Section 6 also provides validation of some of our design choices. Finally, we describe two case studies on real data gathered from scientific applications running on leadership-class supercomputers, and evaluate CALLFLOW's effectiveness in helping the user explore parallel application codes.

### 5 Domain Problem Characterization

The first phase of our design study involved developing knowledge about the domain problem. Over a period of about one year, we conducted several interviews with various HPC experts at LLNL, who are interested in improving the performance of large-scale parallel applications. Our focus was to clearly understand their goals, as well as the current workflow and the limitations therein.

A CCT can contain a host of different information, and has been used for several automated analysis techniques, e.g., extracting hot-paths [2], [50]. However, such automated approaches usually address only a well-defined aspect of a more-general goal that domain experts are interested in: “finding performance bottlenecks”. In practice, users often face less well-defined problems, e.g., an application underperforming on a particular input or a new platform, without a clear indication of the root cause of the problem. Through numerous discussions with experts, it became clear that although an automated tool to pinpoint problems would be ideal, past experience has shown that the underlying causes are so case-specific that human intuition and expertise are often key to making progress. Consequently, the overarching goal when designing CALLFLOW has been to provide a generic way of exploring CCT data to either diagnose the problems directly or identify which existing tools may lead to new insights.

**High-level overview of calling contexts.** The CCTs constructed directly from sampled profiles contain details up to individual function calls, and therefore, can create tens to hundreds of thousands of nodes. For easy navigation and understanding of data, experts expressed interest in a high-level overview of CCTs with filtered and/or aggregated information. CALLFLOW develops the notion of super graphs to allow visualization of aggregated calling contexts based on user-defined semantics.
Metrics-based visual profiling. Two types of performance metrics are critical for performance analysis: inclusive vs. exclusive (see Section 2). Together, these metrics signify the performance of different parts of the code and can offer significant insights into bottlenecks and help address them. For example, if the inclusive time of a given function significantly outweighs its exclusive time, then experts explore the performance of its callees, whereas attention is paid to the function itself if its exclusive time is significant. One of the goals for visual exploration of CCTs is to be able to denote both inclusive and exclusive performance metrics.

Process-based visual profiling. When large-scale applications are deployed on supercomputers, making effective use of the available resources is critical. Although increasing the number of processors typically yields better performance, maximizing the performance requires balancing the load on different processes. A visual representation of the time spent by individual processes in a CCT node can help understand the balance of load [24], as well as in detecting parts of the codes that have high exclusive costs distributed in an inconsistent fashion.

Additionally, the experts expressed interest in finding out whether code slow down is related to IDs of specific processes. For instance, the computation of the physical domain in a simulation, e.g., a volume, is distributed among the processes according to a certain regular pattern, e.g., a row-major order. Knowing which MPI processes are slow vs. fast and identifying any patterns, e.g., every nth process being slow, allows experts to form new hypotheses on potential root causes. Note that the experts expect such patterns hard to generalize, as they could be domain- and data-dependent, that can reorder the processes arbitrarily and thus completely change the observed pattern.

User-driven interactive visual analytics. Given the different types of analysis tasks that experts are interested in, a severe limitation in their current workflow is the lack of a comprehensive tool that allows the desired functionality in an interactive manner. For example, HPCToolkit [2] provides two separate views for top-down (calling context) and bottom-up (callee’s context) traversals of a given CCT, each supporting a different type of inquiry. However, switching between views causes additional cognitive load, leading to an analysis that is ineffective at best and incorrect in extreme cases. To ease and accelerate the exploration process, experts expressed interest in an unified visualization with an ability to resolve different types of queries while maintaining the user’s focus.

Finally, the experts are also interested in supporting side-by-side comparative analysis to analyze how calling contexts vary at the process level. For such comparative analysis, the goal is to understand two types of differences: 1) comparison of CCTs’ contexts to understand hierarchical differences in the caller-callee relationship, and 2) per-node comparison to analyze the differences in execution metrics.

The aforementioned limitations in existing workflows create several gaps in experts’ understanding of the performance of large-scale applications, leading to suboptimal use of computing resources. CALLFLOW is designed to fill such gaps by supporting a versatile set of interactive inquires on CCTs. Equipped with this tool, the domain experts can not only explore the sophisticated causes of performance bottlenecks more effectively, but also devise new strategies to overcome them (see Section 8).

6 DATA TYPE ABSTRACTION AND OPERATIONS

Although different profilers can have slightly varied data formats, generally, the input data to CALLFLOW contains two types of information: (1) the hierarchy of function calls in the profile, and (2) the performance metrics associated with the functions therein. Irrespective of the source, the former type of data can be converted into a CCT or a call graph, with its root at the first call of the application, usually, the function main (see e.g., Fig. 2).

Super graphs. As argued earlier, the scale and complexity of CCTs or call graphs poses significant challenges for interactive visual exploration. In this work, we present the generic notion of a super graph, which are created by merging nodes of CCTs. Super graphs utilize semantic information to provide a high-level overview of the code. For example, several nodes in a call path often belong to the same library and might have repetitive calls from different code modules to form similar subtrees with different parent nodes. In such cases, visualizing nodes that correspond to modules or libraries are usually more meaningful than function-level nodes. Therefore, grouping function calls by modules provides a semantically meaningful representation of the underlying CCT. Although the notion of semantic representations for call graphs is not new [27], super graphs are introduced as a more-general concept to express CCTs (merging no nodes), call graphs (merging by call paths), module diagrams (merging by load module), and anything in between (e.g., see Fig. 4).

Formally, we denote a super graph as $G_{cct}(V, E)$, where the set of nodes, $V = \{v_i\}$, uniquely represent the call sites (functions in the call stack), and the directed edges, $E = \{e_{ij}\}$, capture the caller-callee relationship between $v_i$ and $v_j$, respectively. Each edge $e_{ij}$ is associated with a weight $w_{ij}$, which depends upon the performance metrics of the two nodes (see e.g., Fig. 2(c)). The performance metrics for nodes are stored as rows in pandas [51] dataframes, which allow fast access and operations. In addition to inclusive and exclusive metrics, cache misses, etc., the dataframe also stores meta-attributes of the nodes, such as function name, file name, and location in source code.

Given the scope and requirements for CALLFLOW, the domain-specific goals can be translated into more-specific graph operations: filtering, aggregating, and splitting of nodes.

6.1 Filtering of CCT Nodes

The first operation when processing any CCT is typically filtering out nodes unlikely to be of interest to the user. In particular, the nodes towards the bottom of $G_{cct}$ typically represent decreasingly smaller portions of the overall run time. Since the goal of CALLFLOW is performance optimization, functions that represent only a tiny fraction of the overall time are not of much interest to the user. Also, each function could potentially be represented thousands

2. Although a CCT is a tree, notating it as a (super) graph allows discussing the various operations of interest more concisely.
of times in the CCT, being called from different contexts. Therefore, filtering \( G_{\text{ct}} \) by removing nodes with small inclusive runtimes could remove a nontrivial portion of the execution. Instead, filtering the nodes based on the total inclusive runtimes across all the instances of the corresponding function is more meaningful. The aggregate information of the removed nodes still remains available as part of the inclusive runtime of their ancestors. The only information that is lost is the ability to differentiate how this filtered runtime is distributed among lower level calls.

From our experiments, we noticed that even a conservative threshold (less than 0.1% of the root’s inclusive run time) can reduce the number of nodes in \( G_{\text{ct}} \) drastically (by approximately 70–80%). A majority of nodes are filtered out because most function calls are wrapper functions that are called by a library in the program and do not contribute to effect in performance. Therefore, filtering is key to enable an interactive tool. The output of the filtering is a smaller super graph, \( G_{\text{filt}} \). Filtering removes information from the CCT, and thus, in principle, could impact the downstream analysis. To mitigate the information loss, CALLFLOW supports repopulation of the filtered nodes, if desired. Combined with this fail-safe operation, filtering proves to be a powerful tool for exploration of large CCTs.

### 6.2 Aggregation of CCT Nodes

Modern software abstractions have numerous intermediate call sites that are not relevant to performance analysis. Such call sites can obscure relevant information by spuriously increasing the height of the tree. For example, common accessor functions in object-oriented languages or template wrappers create additional call sites with insignificant performance metrics. In most cases, these nodes are internal to the tree therefore, cannot be removed without removing the corresponding subtree. Instead, these nodes should be aggregated with respect to higher-level code abstractions, such as libraries, code modules, files, etc., which are often more intuitive to the user.

In particular, every node in the CCT belongs to a higher-level abstraction, which can be represented as a hierarchy map, \( \mu \). Merging the nodes of \( G_{\text{ct}} \) (or \( G_{\text{filt}} \)) recursively based on \( \mu \) until a desired level of abstraction is obtained creates the super graph, \( G_{\text{cct}}(V^{s,\mu}, E^{s,\mu}) \). Here, the supernodes, \( V^{s,\mu} = \{ v_i \} \) are aggregates of the nodes of \( G_{\text{ct}} \) (or \( G_{\text{filt}} \)) with respect to \( \mu \), and the superedges \( E^{s,\mu} \) connect the supernodes. For example, given a hierarchy of a function call, module > library > filename > function, after merging, a module could become a supernode with the remaining hierarchy stored as its subgraph.

To describe the performance metrics for supernodes, we first discuss another crucial data component. The entry functions are the functions through which the control enters to a particular module or library. Specifically, given a supernode, \( v^s = \{ v_i \} \), its entry functions, \( V^{se} \) are defined as the nodes whose parents do not belong to the same supernode, i.e., \( V^{se} = \{ v_j \} \) such that \( \{ v_i \} \in v^s \) and \( \{ \text{parent}(v_j) \} \notin v^s \). The exclusive metrics of a supernode, \( v^s \), is the sum of those of all its components nodes \( \{ v_i \} \). However, the inclusive metrics of only the entry functions, \( V^{se} \) are used to represent that of \( v^s \).

We note that although aggregation removes valuable information, such as call paths, from the visualization, the domain experts value the ability to quickly detect bottlenecks and outpurs over finding the 1-to-1 caller-callee relationship.

Aggregation of nodes could introduce cycles in the super graph when a function belonging to a library is called multiple times along a call stack. However, cycles break the common understanding of control flow, and are typically considered artifacts of specific implementation patterns, most notably callback functions. Furthermore, cycles would significantly complicate the visualization. Consequently, we prevent cycles from forming during the aggregation, and instead preserve multiple nodes from the same namespace level. For example, when merging the nodes by the libraries they belong to (see Fig. 4(b)), the supernodes \( \text{lib1} \) and \( \text{lib2} \) create a cycle because they call functions in each other. For such cases, duplicate supernodes can be created for some of the labels, e.g., \( \text{lib1} \). Independent of the hierarchy based on which the nodes are merged, the metrics for the supernodes can be aggregated, and the edges preserved. The resulting super graph would represent the control flow at the selected level of detail with nodes indicating concepts like modules and edges indicating the calling hierarchy.

Aggregation of nodes can be done easily and interactively using standard data structures. The one potential pitfall of these operations is that preventing cycles may result in multiple merged nodes with the same name label, i.e., from the same module/library, which could be
counter-intuitive to the user. However, experts anticipate that most such cases arise due to the callback architecture used for performance introspection, as CCTs are typically recorded using default callback interfaces. In a callback pattern, one of the two nodes is associated with setting the callback, and typically does not contribute meaningful runtime. As a result, we employ a layout that does not support cycles, since their downsides outweigh the benefits.

6.3 Splitting of CCT Nodes

The super graph at a given level of refinement may be too coarse to diagnose many performance problems. Therefore, the users are interested in resolving additional details upon request. To this end, CALLFLOW supports splitting of a chosen supernode into two or more (super)nodes, and redistribute the original flow. Although there could be several strategies for splitting nodes, each guided by its own application-dependent use case, through several discussions with domain experts, two most relevant approaches to the semantics of the analysis were identified.

Split by entry functions is the operation that splits a supernode into “component” (super)nodes based on what entry functions they are called by. As discussed earlier, entry functions are generally the public API functions of a module, or a library which the developers are familiar with. To allow users to know the API calls that consume high resources, CALLFLOW allows the user to select one or multiple entry functions belonging to a supernode, and split it into component (super)nodes such that each component (super)node corresponds to a single entry function. Fig. 4(c) shows the splitting of node 11b5 into two, based on entry functions (7,8) and (11), respectively.

Split by callees. Often, lower-level libraries, e.g., MPI, which are typically called by multiple higher-level modules, consume more time than expected. In such cases, the logical next step is to determine whether the problem exists in all contexts, i.e., in all parent modules, or only in some of them. To support such queries, CALLFLOW allows splitting a (super)node with respect to its parents. This operation allows the user to determine where the costs for a particular (super)node come from and where the cost will propagate to. Additionally, it informs the user about the functions or modules responsible for high exclusive time, if any.

By determining entry functions as part of the aggregation step, both splitting operations are easy to support. Both involve only local changes in the topology of $G_{\text{cfg}}$ and local updates to the metrics. Other splitting operations could be implemented, e.g., to isolate specific nodes of $G_{\text{cfg}}$ or to recursively split apart two subtrees. However, the former would require first determining which node to isolate, implying that the source of the problem is known, and visual exploration not needed. The latter is an example of automating certain interactions and, in practice, we have not encountered common enough patterns to justify the additional complexity. Another potential candidate is a split by children; however, such a split may not be possible in most cases, as a single node could call into multiple different libraries, and thus may not be able to split accordingly. In summary, the experts consider the chosen splitting operations sufficiently flexible to support the detail-on-demand exploration of interest.

7 VISUAL DESIGN OF CALLFLOW

CALLFLOW is an interactive tool with three linked views: control flow view, histogram view, and correlation view, (see Fig. 1 for an overview). Together, the three views support the queries of domain experts in an interactive manner.

7.1 Control Flow View

The control flow view presents an overview of the application’s control during execution. We visualize $G_{\text{cfg}}$ (or $G_{\text{call}}$ or $G_{\text{filt}}$) using a flow-based metaphor with Sankey diagrams, where a directed graph is laid out with respect to the amount of resource under consideration. We treat the inclusive metric (usually, the execution time) as the resource being distributed among supernodes. To effectively use the aspect ratio of common visual mediums (e.g., computer monitors), we use a horizontal Sankey layout, where the direction of the graph goes from left to right. Thus, each supernode is encoded as a rectangular bar with its width representing the sum of the inclusive metrics of all its entry functions. A superedge $\{v_i; v_j\}$, represents the flow of inclusive metrics between the two nodes, and the thickness (in vertical direction) of the superegde indicates the inclusive metric consumed by the target node, $v_j$.

By design, this visual encoding captures the direction of the super graph, i.e., the control flow can be traced easily from the root node (left) to leaf nodes (right). Furthermore, our visual encoding not only highlights inclusive metrics directly, but also indicates exclusive metrics easily. In particular, the exclusive metric for a given supernode is the difference in the thickness of incoming and outgoing superedges. The exclusive metric is indicated by empty portions towards the bottom of supernodes, where no outgoing edges exist, e.g., the physics module in Fig. 1. However, such differences may be difficult to notice visually when exclusive times for nodes are small. To alleviate this limitation, CALLFLOW can also use color to encode exclusive metrics. Finally, we use constant widths (horizontal spans) for all supernodes to easily compare of the area of the nodes and identify nodes with high costs. Thus, the user can identify nodes with high inclusive and exclusive cost as bars with a large area and dark color.

Although the visual encoding described above captures the control flow of an application, effective exploration still requires tailoring the Sankey layout of the super graph at hand, especially considering the interactive support of splitting and aggregation operation for large-scale super graphs. CALLFLOW’s graph layout is based on a key domain-specific insight that neither the depth of a supernode nor the order of sibling supernodes has any inherent significance. Consequently, we can vary the placement of supernodes to make the graph as readable as possible, with the only constraint being that the left-to-right order must preserve the call stack order. The key criterion to optimize when choosing a suitable layout is to minimize the number of edge crossings, because edge crossings create visual clutter and can obscure information.
Horizontal positioning. Sankey visualizations place nodes in “layers”; the spacing between layers is usually consistent, allowing for an even distribution of horizontal space. Since a CCT is a hierarchical tree, the derived super graphs generally do not contain many nodes in the initial layers, whereas there is also more overlap in the later layers due to the increase in the number of nodes and edges. Therefore, even horizontal spacing leads to ineffective use of space. Since a supernode typically appears in multiple calling contexts, we define its level as the maximum depth among all the contexts (paths in the super graph leading back up to the root), and use supernodes at the same levels to create “layers” in the Sankey layout. Once levels have been computed for all supernodes in the super graph, the horizontal position for lth layer is computed as $x_l = \max(\text{min}_x, l^k \cdot \max(n_l, n_{l-1}))$, where, $\text{min}_x$ is the minimum space between adjacent levels, $n_l$ denotes the number of supernodes in level $l$, and $k$ is a scaling exponent. This approach places the layers with fewer bars closer to each other than the layers with larger node count.

Vertical positioning. To assign vertical position to nodes, we follow the method described by Alemasoom et al. With many overlapping edges in the unoptimized layout, (a) the connectivity is harder to decipher. Using the optimized layout (b), e.g., edges connecting mixeo and leos, and util and libmpi can be seen more clearly as compared to (a).

Since there is no reason to assume that run times of parallel applications would follow a specific distribution, such measures can be misleading. Instead, CALLFLOW uses histograms to show the actual distributions. The histogram view in CALLFLOW shows the sampled distribution of process-based metrics for a selected supernode. However, selecting a supernode to highlight its histogram is tedious, particularly in the exploration phase since it forces the user to select several nodes before identifying the one with interesting variation. CALLFLOW addresses this problem by also showing a mini histogram at the top of every bar (supernode) in the control flow view (see Fig. 1). The mini histogram is small enough that it can be placed on every bar without creating much visual clutter, yet big enough that the user can quickly identify which supernode has an interesting distribution. Once an interesting distribution has been identified, the user can select the corresponding supernode to view the larger version of the histogram.

To assist the user explore the connection between slowdowns in MPI ranks and the physical domain, we display the rank-to-bin mapping in the histogram view. There are two ways in which the histogram view indicates this mapping. First, hovering over a bin in the histogram pops up a tooltip informing the user about the ranks in the corresponding bin. The second approach is shadow lines, which map the bins in the histogram to the process/rank id laid out on an ordered line at the bottom of the histogram. Fig. 1(b) shows the shadow lines within the histogram view. Although shadow lines can create visual clutter, especially for large processor counts, this is in fact a desired visualization since it indicates that the code behaves normally. Clutter generally appears when bins in the histogram contain a broad range of rank, an indication that the rank id is not correlated to the observed run times. On the other hand, scenarios without clutter indicate that certain run times are correlated to the rank id, which can be a sign of load imbalances and inefficient algorithms.

### 7.2 Histogram View

To enable process-based visual profiling, CALLFLOW provides statistical visualization using histograms. Although common approaches often display measures such as standard deviation, quartiles, etc., they are useful mostly when the data comes from a known distribution.
Analyzing many metrics individually can be cumbersome; instead, CALLFLOW leverages the correlation between two metrics to identify performance bottlenecks among different processes using a correlation view (see Fig. 1), where each point in the scatter plot represents a process. If there is a correlation between two metrics, we expect processing elements to form clusters, whose size informs the extent of correlation. We also show the best-fit line to aid the user in observing the trend of the scatter. Hovering over the best-fit line displays useful statistical measures. The correlation aids in choosing the bins in the histogram view that cause load imbalances among processes based on their MPI ranks, and later compare their respective subgraphs.

### 7.4 User Interactions

The user can interact with CALLFLOW in several ways.

**Hovering** over a supernode brings a tooltip with information about the corresponding supernode. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the tooltip shows the name of the corresponding module/function, its inclusive and exclusive metrics. Additionally, the calling context of the supernode is shown: the function that calls the highlighted supernode, the entry functions called in the supernode, and the metrics spent in those calls. For each calling function, a small square is shown indicating which node the function belongs to. The tooltip is useful for a quick inquiry into the functions in a module (supernode) that consume most resources, as well as the functions that call those expensive functions.

**Selection** of a supernode indicates the user’s interest in finding more information about the corresponding nodes. All entry functions of the supernode are enumerated, and the histogram and the correlation views are updated to correspond to the selected supernode.

**Zooming and panning** are key to navigating the super graph smoothly, especially, when it is large. Although zooming out may reduce the size of the rendered node, where possible, the legibility of node labels is maintained by increasing the font size.

**Splitting of nodes** is an important target operation for CALLFLOW. A split by entry function requires the user to choose a function from the list of entry functions. On the other hand, a split by parent leads to updating the super graph by replacing the selected supernode with its parents.

In either case, the new super graph requires recomputation of layout, which although is done in real time, could impose additional cognitive burden on the user.

To mitigate this burden, we use a consistent naming scheme for supernodes to provide a consistent context in the transition. In particular, we concatenate the names of the (original) supernode and the (new) split supernodes separated by a hyphen. Fig. 6 shows an example of a splitting interaction based on two of its entry functions.

CALLFLOW also animates the transitions to make them easy to follow. Before supernodes transition to new locations, the edges are removed to prevent the user from tracking too many elements at once, thus reducing cognitive stress on the user. Furthermore, the user is more interested in how the nodes are split and by how much. Hiding the edges allows the user to concentrate on the nodes. The nodes are then moved to new locations and new ones are added in place of the old ones.

### 8 Case Studies

We present two case studies on understanding profiles of large-scale scientific applications to show the impact of CALLFLOW at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Both these studies were led by our collaborators, who are computational scientists, and work closely with application developers on performance analysis and scaling optimization of scientific codes. These experts have extensive experience in performance optimization of large-scale parallel applications, and have worked with other visualization tools for performance analysis, such as HPCToolkit [2], Scalasca [6], and Vampir [52]. The following describes the studies and summarizes some of the informal feedback provided by the experts.

#### 8.1 Load Balancing of LULESH

LULESH [5] is a proxy application used for modeling the performance of large hydrodynamics simulations. LULESH represents the numerical algorithms, data motion, and programming style typical of scientific applications, and is used for studying the performance of different parallel programming models and architectures. Here, we use CALLFLOW to understand the performance of LULESH when implemented using Adaptive MPI (AMPI) [54] for solving a problem that represents multimaterial systems. AMPI is a paradigm of MPI applications with overdecomposition, i.e., multiple MPI ranks per process instead of the commonly used one rank per process.
Fig. 7: Understanding the impact of over-decomposition on LULESH. (a) MPI-style execution with 1 MPI rank per process: most time spent in LULESH internals, MPI/libpsm, AMPI internals (tmp bar), and C-library. (b) With over-decomposition, time spent in most modules reduces, but histograms of several modules show significant load imbalance.

Fig. 8: Analysis of load imbalance in LULESH by dividing the processes based on the time spent in LULESH internals. The splitting shows that processes with light load for LULESH internals (bottom view) spend significant time in MPI/libpsm, AMPI, and C-library, while remaining processes (top view) spend minimal time in these modules.

Fig. 9: Impact of load balancing for LULESH (bar heights scaled as Fig. 7): total runtime decreases and time spent in libc and MPI/libpsm is reduced. The load for LULESH internals is more evenly distributed across processes.

Significant time spent in MPI/libpsm and the load imbalance across processes suggest that AMPI’s ability to overdecompose MPI ranks and adaptively overlap computation with communication can improve performance. To test this hypothesis, we run eight logical MPI ranks on every process in the next experiment. This results in a reduction in the execution time by 44% as highlighted by the difference in the height of the root module in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The module view eases the task of identifying the code regions that benefit from overdecomposition. Unexpectedly, the time spent in the AMPI runtime decreases despite the fact that an eight-fold overdecomposition leads to eight times more messages and scheduling overhead. Further, most of this improvement appears to come from less time spent driving the communication in MPI/libpsm. Since both AMPI and MPI/libpsm are large and complex frameworks, their respective nodes in CALLFLOW abstract a large number of CCT nodes across many levels and contexts. Therefore, arriving at these insights from a traditional CCT display would require substantial effort as well as an initial guess to focus on these two components. Instead, CALLFLOW’s super graph view immediately highlights the most important differences in the runtimes effectively.

Despite the reduced runtime, the histogram for most modules (see Fig. 7(b)) appear to be heavily skewed. To explore this further, we split the processes based on the time spent in LULESH (see Fig. 8). The split view reveals that only the processes with light load for LULESH internals spend a large amount of time in MPI/libpsm, ampi, and libc. Discovering such a high-level correlation among different modules is difficult using traditional CCT tools. In this case, these results inform the need for load balancing the work done by the LULESH across processes.

Next, we enable load balancing in AMPI, which resulted in 30% better performance. The resulting profile (see
8.2 Scaling Performance of Miranda

Miranda is a large-scale parallel code that simulates radiation hydrodynamics for direct numerical solution or large-eddy simulation. In order to simulate large-scale scenarios, it is desirable that Miranda exhibits good weak scaling, i.e., execution time should not increase significantly when more processors are used to solve larger problems. However, Miranda developers have observed poor scaling behavior for Miranda. To investigate the causes of degraded performance, we obtained CCT profiles of Miranda at two different process counts: 256 processes and 1024 processes, and noticed that even though the problem size per process is kept fixed, the execution time increases by more than 30%.

Fig. 10 (a) shows the CALLFLOW visualization for a Miranda execution on 256 processes. For performance experts analyzing the behavior of Miranda, who are not familiar with Miranda, the visualization provides a high-level overview of the control flow of Miranda, and the dependencies and relationships between different modules. It is typically difficult to obtain such information from CCTs because hundreds of functions, often with unfamiliar names, are used in production codes. In contrast, it is tractable for performance experts to get familiar with program modules and commonly used external libraries. Further, coloring the modules by exclusive time spent in them helps identify the modules that make up most of the overall execution time. In this case, three modules stand out: physics (Miranda’s science code), Hypre (a linear solvers library), and libpsm (the lower-level messaging library underneath MPI). Fig. 10 also shows a juxtaposed comparison of profiles from 256 process and 1024 process executions. To facilitate such a comparison, we use CALLFLOW’s feature to rescale the height of the root modules based on their inclusive time (which is also the total execution time) and use a common time range for coloring the two super graphs based on the exclusive time. The contrast in the color of the libpsm module in the two figures immediately identifies it as one of the culprits for performance degradation. However, the visualization also reveals that most of the time spent in the libpsm library can be traced back to the Hypre module, implying that the cause of poor scaling of Miranda is poor scaling of the latter.

To explore the components in Hypre that are responsible for the time spent in libpsm, the nodes are further split to reveal high-level control flow and inefficiency sources inside the Hypre library (see Fig. 11). The module-based split reduces the work that a domain expert would need to do to identify that utility and struct_mv components of Hypre invoke point-to-point communication calls in MPI that result in half of the increased libpsm time. Similarly, we find that the collective calls made by the struct_mv module causes the remaining performance degradation.

When the time spent in messaging affects the
performance, experts tend to analyze the time distribution across processes to find the root causes. With CALLFLOW, such a histogram for libpsm (or for any other module) can be obtained simply (see Fig. 12). We observe that for the Miranda execution on 1024 processes, the distribution of time spent in libpsm is not heavily skewed and has a narrow time range, suggesting that the increased communication volume is likely the cause of the increased time. If load imbalance or system noise would have been the culprit, a more skewed time distribution would be obtained.

Finally, the bin-to-MPI rank connections shown below the histogram reveal that lower-ranked MPI processes are more likely to spend higher time in the libpsm module. Such an insight would have been difficult to obtain in traditional tools and can help identify systematic-bias in the code.

9 Conclusion

CALLFLOW is a visualization tool for exploring the calling context trees (CCTs) of application codes, particularly useful for large-scale parallel codes. Through an easy-to-understand flow-based visual metaphor in the form of Sankey diagrams, CALLFLOW helps the users identify performance bottlenecks in the code effectively, leading to potential optimizations and improved overall throughput of applications. Catering specifically to the target data, CALLFLOW customizes and enhances the layout of Sankey diagrams, and uses multiple linked views to provide a holistic exploration of CCTs. Through a set of interactive operations on the underlying graph, CALLFLOW provides both a high-level, system-oriented overview of CCTs as well as the ability to drill down to detailed information, making, for the first time, large-scale CCTs accessible and explorable. CALLFLOW has been developed in close collaboration with domain scientists, and has already garnered significant interest in our institute. To expand accessibility, CALLFLOW is publicly released under MIT License and a domain-specific publication establishing its larger impact in the HPC community is forthcoming. In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of CALLFLOW through investigation of production codes, and delivering insights leading to their improvement.

Despite the initial successful use cases and positive feedback from the domain experts, there exist several avenues for further research and development. Since the layout of Sankey diagrams is key to the easy navigation of the visualization, we would like to explore and evaluate other layout optimization techniques. For example, PQR-trees may produce more user-friendly layouts, at an additional but affordable cost. Using constraint programming for graph layouts, as suggested by IPSep-CoLa and Zarate et al., may be another avenue. With respect to stable changes in the layout for animation, the DynaDAG approach appears attractive, although it may require modifications to support large-scale graphs. CALLFLOW currently only loads one dataset at a time. However, simulation codes typically run under different conditions and it is necessary to compare the performance under these conditions. We plan to extend CALLFLOW to support multiple datasets and incorporate animation to transition between different data. This would also support streaming data. We would also like to support recursive callings between functions as many applications in HPC uses such techniques. Finally, although the paper concentrates on parallel applications, the techniques described in this paper may also be applied to analyze hierarchical and time sequence data.

10 Discussion

Most profiling visualization tools use UML sequence diagrams, and adopt a node-link visualization layout to visualize the CCT. Although, node-link representation is intuitive, they quickly become difficult to explore when the number of components becomes too large. On the contrary, CALLFLOW transforms the original CCT into a super graph, which reduces the number of nodes to be visualized and presents the control flow of the application as code modules. Since grouping nodes into modules could introduce nodes having multiple call paths or nodes with multiple parents, hierarchical space-filling visualization layouts are not suitable for exploration. Additionally, since the hierarchy is not predetermined but instead emerges dynamically depending on the given data and analysis tasks, static visualization approaches do not provide exhaustive exploration. CALLFLOW supports flexible splitting of modules according to the parent nodes or by the function group (i.e., all collective or all point-to-point messages within the MPI library).

CALLFLOW was designed for a critical, yet a somewhat specific problem of analyzing call graphs. Although the results of this research may not appear directly generalizable, our attempt has been to focus instead on the idea of transferability to other possibly similar domains. The data abstractions presented in Section 6, e.g., the principle of node splitting, may support transferring our specific design and results to other application domains that deal with distributing shared resource across hierarchical entities, e.g., certain types of temporal evolution. Another example is nested schedules of large construction projects, which naturally follow the same pattern of high-level phases, i.e., excavation, framing, etc., and with more detailed breakdowns, each item with corresponding time and money estimates. The key insight from CALLFLOW is that the combination of the hierarchical representation, i.e., trees, with graph metaphors (combining low-level tree nodes) can provide powerful insights. Continuing the construction example, one may consider all jobs requiring specific skills or materials to form a graph indicating possible bottlenecks. Nevertheless, the detailed linked views, i.e., the code view in our application, would be application specific. Similarly, the exact layout of the Sankey diagram could be optimized according to specific needs.
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